
 

International MBA Programs 

Competition Reward Regulations 
- Approved at the International Program Committee Meeting, 2018 Academic Year 

 
1. Purpose: 

The purpose of this Competition Reward Regulations (the Regulations) is to encourage IBMBA and 
GHRM MBA Program students (The International Program students) attending various competitions 
for enriching life, developing finer qualities, and gaining honor for student, team and the department. 
 

2. Reward Object: 
The international program students attended domestic or overseas competitions and acknowledged by 
International Programs. 
The nature of the competition must relate to academic, professional expertise, sports, or others that 
promote department’s good culture and positive attitude. 
 

3. Reward Range: 
A. Overseas Competition: 

i. Academic/Expertise: 
Group/individual international competition (compete with 30 teams or more):  
Championship: NT$ 50,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 35,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 20,000 per team 
Note: requires turn in reports and records to the Committee of International Programs first. 

ii. Sports: 
Group/individual competition: 
Championship: NT$ 30,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 20,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 10,000 per team 

iii. Other: 
The Committee of International Programs will decide the amount of reward after 
acknowledging the competition. 
 

B. National Competition: 
i. Academic/Expertise: 

Group/individual international competition (compete with 15 teams or more):  
Championship: NT$ 20,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 15,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 10,000 per team 



ii. Sports: 
Group/individual competition: 
Championship: NT$ 6,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 5,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 4,000 per team 

iii. Other: 
The Committee of International Programs will decide the amount of reward after 
acknowledging the competition. 
 

C. School-wide Competition: 
i. Academic/Expertise: 

Group/individual international competition:  
Championship: NT$ 6,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 5,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 4,000 per team 

ii. Sports: 
Group/individual competition: 
Championship: NT$ 3,000 per team 
Runner-up: NT$ 2,000 per team 
Third Place: NT$ 1,000 per team 

iii. Other: 
The Committee of International Programs will decide the amount of reward after 
acknowledging the competition. 
 

4. Applying and Granting Methods: 
The team/individual attending competition will provide relevant certificate or proof of the competition; 
the rewarded winning team/individual should provide reports and records of the competition to the 
Offices of International Programs, and the reward will be giving away after reviewing and approving by 
the Committee of International Programs. Should any winning team with team members not from 
international programs, the amount of the reward will be offered based on the ratio of international 
program students. 
 

5. Supplementary Regulation: 
The Regulations are implemented after consented by Committee of International Programs Committee 
Meeting and approved by the program directors. Therefore, the amendment of the Regulations must 
follow suit. 
 
中英文版本如有牴觸或不相符之處，應以中文版本為準。Above regulations were translated from the 
original Chinese. In the event of any discrepancies between the two versions, the Chinese always takes 
precedence. 
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1. 

2. 

 

Competition 
Introduction 

The reward for each member will be calculated by the total members in the team whether they are from the 
IBMBA/GHRM program or not. In other words, if there are members of the team who are not in the 
IBMBA or GHRM program, they will still be included in the total amount of members who are on the 
team when calculating the prize money for each IBMBA/GHRM member. For example, if there were four 
people on a team with two members who were from the IBMBA or GHRM program, and the team won a 
reward worth $4,000 NTD, the prize would be divided by four, but the prize money would only be 
distributed to the IBMBA/GHRM members. As a result, the two IBMBA/GHRM members in this case 
would receive $1,000 NTD each. 
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